
At its simplest we can say that a well structured intended learning outcome has three parts. A verb, a subject, 
and a context. As long as each of these elements is included within an intended learning outcome, and they 
are coherent, intelligible, and appropriate, you stand a good chance of having written a well structured 
intended learning outcome.

The best way to establish the quality of your outcomes is to write as many as you can, review those written by 
others, and learn to be self-critical.
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Well-structured 
Intended Learning Outcomes

V
Verb
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Subject
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Context



We write learning outcomes primarily for our learners. To describe to them in advance the skills, abilities, and 
attributes that they will take away from having successfully completed course or programme. This is one of 
the reasons why the language we use should always be free of jargon and be easily understood by the learner 
at the beginning of their course. 

It is worth thinking about the kinds of questions that a student might ask of your outcomes. If for example 
they ask how effective the use of an appropriate tool is, the psychomotor outcome should describe what they 
can expect in answering that question.

Look at these five broad questions and think about them as you write your outcomes. How will your student 
answer each of these questions having read your outcomes?
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Structuring ILOs for Learners

Cognitive

Affective

Psychomotor

Interpersonal

Metacognitive

Intellectual Skills: 
how do I manage increasingly complex 

thought processes?

Values:
how appropriate are my emotional and ethical 

responses? 

Manual Skills:
how effective is my use of appropriate tools?

Interpersonal Skills:
how well do I engage with others?

Personal Development Attributes: 
how have my perspectives changed?



A well structured intended learning outcome has three parts. It starts with a single active verb. It then has a 
statement that defines the specific subject or theme that the outcome is intending the student be assessed 
against. The third and final part of any well structured outcome is a statement as to the context in which that 
learning is taking place.

This may at first seem overly formulaic but, if one is consistent, it makes the usefulness and future flexibility of 
these outcomes so much better. Look at each of these examples, one for each domain, using different single 
active verbs and different subjects and contexts.

Think about how a student would generate evidence to demonstrate their ability to meet each of these 
outcomes. 
An outcome must be first and foremost assessable.
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Structure of Intended Learning Outcomes

Clarify verbally the robustness of 
opposing arguments

in a corporate litigation case

Critique a contemporary regulatory 
framework

in the financial services 
industry

Contribute their clearly articulated 
reflections

in response to a professional 
ethical challenge

Situate a range of theoreticians and 
their work

in relation to globalisation

Calibrate the rehabilitation equipment 
and devices 

in a typical clinic setting

Active verb that defines 
what the students will 

be able to do

1

Context of Learning

3

Specific subject of 
learning to be 

evidenced

2



The structure of your outcome is a reflection of the course aims. The expectation would be that the context of 
learning that finishes any well structured outcome is essentially, what the course is all about. The context also 
serves to limit the expectations of both the student and faculty as to what will be covered.

It can be a useful exercise to review each of your outcomes in draft, and think about reversing them. You 
could for example suggest that in the metacognitive outcome illustrated above, that we could say that the 
course is all about globalisation. We’re going to explore globalisation by exploring a range of different 
theoreticians and their work. I want to do that by situating them within the discipline or the field of study.

If we take the interpersonal domain illustrated above we could make a sound assumption that the course is 
covering corporate litigation. Given this is an interpersonal outcome we are not surprised to see that the skill 
that being tested is a communication skill, and we can see that in the context of corporate litigation there will 
be a need to explore the robustness of conflicting arguments. In this example,  I have chosen to describe this 
as a verbal action. We need to be conscious that this could be prejudice against those who may not be able to 
speak. This could be entirely appropriate if the expectation of the profession is that there would be an ability 
to communicate verbally. We want the students to be able to test the robustness of opposing arguments with 
clarity, and so I’ve used the verb clarify.
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Envisaging purpose of ILOs

Clarify verbally the robustness of 
opposing arguments

in a corporate litigation case

Critique a contemporary regulatory 
framework

in the financial services 
industry

Contribute their clearly articulated 
reflections

in response to a professional 
ethical challenge

Situate a range of theoreticians and 
their work

in relation to globalisation

Calibrate the rehabilitation equipment 
and devices 

in a typical clinic setting

Active verb that defines 
what the students will 

be able to do

1

Context of Learning

3

Specific subject of 
learning to be 

evidenced

2


